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7872 DTV If you create a new DTV user via the wizard, you have to select a prefix title (in the 
person widget). This choice box contains "Mr." and "Mrs." but no "Ms". 

8283 OTH The description of the configuration parameters EDB-GTM-INHERIT-ATT and 
EDB-GTM-LOCAL-FIRST is missing in the dump. The configuration parameter 
EDB-GTM-TIT is not contained in the standard dump. Besides that the parameters 
are not in the Online help. 

8554 WFL 1.Creating a change order with reference to a process submittal. 
2.Close the mask and reopen it (that all widget buffers are empty). 
3. Searching after the before created change order (use only the  ID field for it !). 
4. Now copy (and enter thereby only the ID field and modify its content). 
An error message occurs while saving. 

8555 WFL Creating a change order with reference to a project. 
After saving the record edit once again and enter the field "Project" (but do not 
modify) and save it. 
Now copy the change order, only enter another ID but do not enter the field 
"Project". 
The error message  
     Error while inserting the change order - project conjunction 

8863 WFL In the user inbox tasks are marked as due although the date of the latest 
beginning is not yet reached. This happens as soon as a task in the inbox is really 
due. All following tasks are marked as due then, too, although they are not due at 
that time. After the due task is executed all due markings of the following tasks 
disappear again. 

9038 WFL A workflow process (main process) is created and a project assigned. Afterwards 
the main process gets also some sub-processes. If the sub processes are started 
the project assignment is missing. The assignment of the main process must be 
taken over for all sub processes. 

9114 WFL Customer reports that if the English description field is blank then they will get the 
German description.  Also, if  both the English description field and the German 
description field is blank then it will use the German activity name field. 

9250 HLP Documentation concerning function strsub: This function replaces the first 
occurence in a string expression instead of This function replaces part of a string 
expression ... 

9678 WEB The online documentation states that the wdh_upd_lis is listed as unsupported 
under "Customizing the web client" > "unsupported userexits" > "unsupported 
Dataview Service functions" but then it shows an example under logiview support 
with this function.   The wdh_upd_lis function works fine in the web client and 
should be removed from this list of unsupported userexits. 
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9698 PAC Error in the "Affected Objects Mask" for ECR's and ECO's (EDB-PAC-OBJ-CLI). 
Select an item and click with the right mouse button brings up the noselect menu 
instead if the select menu. 
Deselect all records and try to insert a further record by drag&drop brings up the 
message The destination mask is in update mode! 
Afterwards the system gets instable and a crash is possible (especially when you 
keep working with ECRs resp. ECOs). 

9716 WFL Using distribution list with 2 people from manufacturing, each person has 100% 
weight, first person does an initial reject and the activity remains in the inbox for 
the second person. Vote required is set to "No" but it appears that the activity is 
not properly completed. 

9763 WFL A moneyfield  is defined as process variable.  The appropriate process is not 
started.  Error:  Unknown quantity type of object:  M10.2 

9767 WFL In the Workflow notification (workflow message ), caused by the Reject of  the  
Work item, the link is wrong.  

9797 WFL Low priority error in the Intray: If you select a record marked "new" and accept it, 
the "new" value stays there. First after a refresh of the mask or opening the link in 
the description field this value is deleted. 

9859 OFS Following error message appears after a second PDF document was checked-in: 
'Call to AcroExch.Application failed,  check if file exists and OS-Permission!'.  

9904 WFL The contents of the email - sent by notifier or watchdog - is sent away in  
principle as appendix, that should not be. 

9928 WFL External Mailing via Notifier does not evaluate the parameter -u   

9971 WFL Workflow-Hotfix 8 was installed. Now in the workflow editor two templates are 
opened. From one of the templates activities, roles and distribution lists are copied 
to the other template. Afterwards that template is stored and closed. 
If the temlate is reopened (or checked in the Windows client) following error 
occurs: 
The copied roles and distribution lists are missing while all the activities were 
copied correctly. 
BUT: if the copied roles / distribution lists were searched with the query 
functionality of the workflow editor before then the mentioned copy and store 
action works just fine! 
Workaround: When copying the used roles / distribution lists have to be taken 
before from the database into the editor cache. 
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9997 WFL Changes in the ABS_xxx.ini -> parameter 
sLayoutFilePath=lay/notifier/Message_eng.HTML 
to sLayoutFilePath=lay/notifier/Message_eng.txt to send the Mails via Notifier as 
plain text. 
A.) the variables in the layout file are not replaced 
b.) the format of the mailbody is not correct. All information comes in one line. 

10000 VAR By an external application ascii files are created which contain data for orders with 
neutral BOM and criterias how the order specific BOM should be created. The 
order specific BOM is created automatically (by LogiView). Sometimes it can 
happen that certain order variants are not derived and that finally the order specific 
BOM doesn’t exist (for a certain order position). In this case an error message is 
thrown out at the export of the data, indicating that a specific element doesn’t have 
a structure. It can be seen in the LogiViewtrace that the userexit xord_cre_ord_str 
delivers a return value 0, but that no LogiView functions are executed which are 
deposited to the single order positions (actually this is supposed to happen when 
calling up xord_cre_ord_str which in a successful case happens this way).  
The error seems to be up to the amount of the derivable positions: an abnormal 
behaviour appears if more than 31 positions have to be derived. 

10014 OFS Checkin of a file through an office application (here: Excel) with the help of the 
button "Save to PLM": This file was not saved to disc before and is then stored by 
Excel with the name "book1.xls" and then closed that it can be checked in 
afterwards by Officesuite. If the saving to disc by Excel does not work by any 
reasons it is not recognized by Officesuite but instead a new PLM client is started 
up. Her an information for the user is needed which informs him that  
the file cannot be found and therefore the checkin is aborted. The start of a further 
PLM client must be avoided. 
 
Reproduce: 
Create for example by Excel a new file and save it with the standard name 
(book1.xls) to the default file location. Close Excel and restart it again. Create 
another file and press the button "Save to PLM" without saving to disc before. Now 
the user is prompted that the file "book1.xls" is already there in the mentioned path 
and the user may overwite it. If the user then clicks to "No" (do not overwrite) the 
same effect appears: a new PLM client is started without any information or error 
messages. 

10025 VAR <Knownbugs> Modul: Workflow Prerequisite: - Description: When opening the 
work item form the following message is shown: 'Userexit "cch_nop-del" does not 
exist !' Workaround: Adapt the userexit name to cch_nop_del at the pre-action 
trigger of the form EDB 

10029 WFL Modul:  Workflow Prerequisite: Web-Client Description: After forwarding or 
rejecting a work item in a workflow, the dialog window remains open and the 
dialog  can't be closed manually. 
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10034 OTH Module: Configurator Prerequisite: - Description: The "Resolve Item" runs in an 
endless loop if item structure contains a recursive structure Workaround: Avoid 
recursive item structures 

10043 OTH <Knownbugs> Modul: Browser Prerequisite: - Description: Copy & paste a project 
which has a structure in the browser results in a logiview runtime error. This 
problem is caused by the copy procedure which also copies the internal relations 
used for the module "Multi Project Access Rights". 
Workaround: 
</Knownbugs> 

10044 OFS <Knownbugs> Modul: Browser Prerequisite: - Description: Duplicating objects via 
the Copy&Paste function of the browser may lead to the following error message: 
"Element with identical index already exists ! (Trashbasket empty)"  Workaround: 
Define number 

10066 BOM When inserting an item a value from the number server "EDB-EDBID" is assigned 
into the field T_MASTER_DAT.EDB_ID. When inserting an item structure element 
(to the BOM) a value from the number server ''EDB-ITM-STR-EDBID'' is assigned 
to the field T_MASTER_STR.EDB_ID. 
If now an item is revisioned which is used in BOMs of other items the new created 
item is also inserted into these BOMs (ok).The new BOM records get values in the 
field T_MASTER_STR.EDB_ID from the number server "EDB-EDBID" instead of  
''EDB-ITM-STR-EDBID''! This is a very bad condition if there are more BOM 
records than item records (which is probably the usual condition at the customer)
The revisioning of the item is aborted then with following database error message: 
''OCI Error: -1 'ORA-00001: unique constraint (PLM60DM.EDB_ITM_STR) 
violated''. 
 
Error only appears if Changemanagement for the entity EDB-ARTICLE is 
disabled. 

10079 WFL If in the table T_MAIL_DAT data records are present, the field entry is e.g. 0 and 
no user is found to this data in T_USER, the notifier sends no mails (also for the 
correct datasets). The same could happen if the user was deleted. 

10080 WFL If a Workflow process is assigned to a project, this project is not passed  to the 
SUB processes.    Project allocation stands at Main process, but not at Sub 
process.  see also Fis ID:  09038 

10085 OTH Installation of Agile e6.0 on Windows platforms: After installation of Felics 3.0, the 
product database (file  'C:\programme\Unicon\products') is not updated. For this 
reason, Rembrand does not show the description of the  licensed 
products/modules. 

10090 WFL Positions (jobs) that are expired - date "valid until" field: T_POS_DAT-
VALID_UNTIL is in the past - are recognized by the workflow module because the 
field T_POS_DAT.VALID_UNTIL is not evaluated. 
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10091 BAS The license for PDM is available and activated in Agile e6. Problem: Office Suite is 
not available. To activate it, the license for DMS must be installed too. This is 
wrong as Officesuite is said to be licensed under the PDM license. 

10117 DFM If a replication order contains a file position for which the file record in 
T_FILE_DAT is locked (C_LOCK > 0) this can be 
seen it in the module trace (Function xfile_set_lck() > terminated with error 1), but 
it has no impact on the replication 
order. The replication functions all return 0 (OK).   
... 
EDB-FMS 3 ''xfile_dis_OrderFileReplication''< terminated o.k. 
EDB-FMS 3 ''xfile_lgv_ord_fil_rep''> terminated o.k. 
... 
The final result is that the replication order has the status "successful" although 
the related file was not replicated 
(see also FIS-ID 10003). 

10118 DFM If following constellation is present (by error for example): a file has the status 
"actual" on one site but is not located in the vault which is enterd in the field 
T_FILE_DAT.STORAGE_AREA  then the file cannot be replicated any more (the 
replication order is set to "successful" afterward, though, see FIS-ID 10003). 
In the FMS module trace it can bee seen that the userexit 
file_dis_GetFileStatusFromFilStore returns 15111 because it checks the file only 
in the vault which is mentined in T_FILE_DAT.STORAGE_AREA instead of the 
vault where the file actual is. 

10128 INS After the installation of Agile e6.0 with the Oracle silent installation the oradata 
areas are missing. This happens only if the Oracle template for the database type 
"Huge" was selected. The reason seems to be a write error in one of the 
installation scripts as an empty template with the name plm_prod_hugh.dbt was 
created. But it should be called plm_prod_huge.dbt and should be filled with data. 

10147 OFS If a Winword document is opened the first time from Agile e6 (GdmMenu/Run), the 
reservation is set correctly.  
If then the document is stored back to Agile and the user continues working on it 
(Message [082] is deleted from GDM_MSG_NO and answered with "Yes") the 
document is suddenly unreserved. After the next storing back and continuing to 
work on the document it is then reserved again and so on.  
It seems an error has creeped into the reservation via Officesuite. 

10150 LGV In the mask edb-lgv-lm-cfr, the export button doesn't work, function 
ZAG_FRM_RET_VAL has malfuntion. 

10162 ECI If you start a LGV-procedure with 2 delivery parameters over a ECI function 
eci_lgv_run  , the 2.te parameter (string) is evaluated wrongly. 
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10167 OFS Error in GDM-function property exchange when using LogiView with parameter. 
When a string is handed over with the entry  VB/ET(test) in field 
T_GDM_TPL_PRP.FUNCTION LGV will get  test)(1026620000   (the number after 
the string corresponds T_DOC_DAT.C_ID). 

10168 FMS Server-checkout does not work : User exit xfile_chk_out with parameters 
C/SERVER=#SERVER DISCPATH=/tmp tries to start fms_cli(.exe) from the 
Client.  
The error message: "File "cadimlgo.bmp" could not be copied!  Server Message: 
FMS Client : /tmp/EDBCUSTO/c 

10172 WEB In the event report->action form the folder "persons" does not work correctly. It is 
not possible to insert a person. The Web client does not change into Insert mode. 
In the message window the following text appears: "Unable to insert record". 

10216 OTH In the mask EDB-DOC-TXT-SBF-GDM the select action trigger 
"GdmTools/LoadBlob(T_DOC_DAT.DOC_BLOB)" is missing. As the trigger is 
included in the masks EDB-ART-SBF-GDM and EDB-PRO-SBF-GDM it should 
also be included for the document mask. It cares for the blob being updated in the 
navigator folder when the user browses through the records. 

10225 DTV Set  DTV-Default VIDEOHYPERLINK to 52.  (Colour/color 5 = blue, 2 =yellow).  
ALL Hyperlink fileds should have yellow background and blue text.  

10226 OFS If a document is is checked in via the office suite form the meta data is not 
retrieved for the tab properties. 
If the document is saved from within the office application properties are also not 
saved. Only saving the file in the office application, switch to tab properties and 
checking in the file works. 

10232 ROL If an acces rule is defined in the priviledges for status changes as a LogiView 
procedure which is called with lgv_nosel_run and this procedure uses "actual" to 
access the current record (as described in the online help) a runtime error occurs 
that "actual" cannot be used as no record is selected (which is obviously not true):
Runtime error: "actual" not permitted, because no data record is selected ! 
Error in procedure test_plm60/SR237742 (row 20) ! 
If the access rule is called via lgv_sel_run it works but it could be, however, that if 
more than one record is selected the action is executed only for the first one. 

10233 OTH In the mask EDB-DOC-SLI a noselect menu with the name EDB-BAS-SLN-RSPQ-
HIT is mentioned. But as this menu  does not exist in the standard dump no nos-
menu is there at EDB-DOC-SLI. 
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10261 OTH If for example a project is revisioned the new revision gets a level indocator of 240 
instead of 110. 
Prerequisites: 
No standard value for field T_PRO_DAT.LEV_IND is set; the value of the first step 
of the release procedure should be entered. When inserting a new record it works 
correctly: 110 is inserted. 

10268 EIP The user exit cch_set_blb does not evaluate the third parameter which tells if the 
client-side or server-side mode is used. 
 In addition cch_sel_blb  tries to creat a file with this name instead of reading it! 
Problem only occurs in JavaClient and WebClient only. 

10287 JCL Querying in date fields in the Java client does not work. If a query in a date field is 
executed in the Java client and the query string  '> 01.01.2005' was inserted no 
results will be found for this query. Instead of this an error message is  
displayed: 'value must be in mask dateformat "M/D/Y H:M:S" !' 
Reason: The value in the date field was converted to  'Sat Oct 01 14:03:12 CEST 
2005'.  

10288 WFL Error message in step analyse after DTV-upgrade: DTV Field 
T_ACT_CLA.C_LEN_VIS has type I10 but its data is incomplete Message/Error 
cause: Error in the standard dump Agile e6.0: Entries for the following fields are 
wrong in T_FIELD: T_ACT_CLA.C_LEN_VIS, T_ACT_CLA.C_LEN_VIR, 
T_ACT_CLA.C_WID_VIS 

10300 CRM A user without manager rights loads a released item (access = "rrr", no 
reservation) and opens the document relation. Then queries for a document in the 
document list that belongs to the user (status = "In Work", access = „ddr", no 
reservation) and puts it with Drag&Drop into the open item-document relation list. 
The following two error messages appear in the message window (Following 
setting is chosen: System->Rights -> Control insert into relations by: Access to 
parent record): 
No access on element! 
Element may not be copied because it is reserved. 
 
The second message is misleading as neither item nor document are reserved! 

10308 OTH The userexit xedb_inf_vie is not able to determine global view in Agile e6.0 and 
issues the following message: 
'Current View: ' or 'Current View: Development'. 

10309 OTH The view is changed with the userexit xedb_set_vie this view change is not visible 
with the topmenu selection  
View->Filter->View. There the value remains unchanged and cannot be changed 
in any other way from outside. 
Therefore the standard user cannot check which view is set. 
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10325 INS The Agile e6 Windows client  is called with the script plm.cmd. This leads to 
problems in combination with 
CAX interfaces and other situations when more than 9 parameters have to be 
passed. 
Only the first 9 parameters are passed, the rest is lost. 

10332 OTH If an object is reserved that was already reserved by the same user the 
reservation is deleted "10000030" is already reserved by user "DEMOEP"! 
Reservation of "10000030" has been removed. 
 
If this is performed with another user (tested with EDBCUSTO) the same message 
appears "10000030" is already reserved by user "DEMOEP"! 
Reservation of "10000030" has been removed. 
 
But the reservation is not removed.  

10338 DMS If a document is reserved and a user tries to execute a status change for this 
document usually a message appears that the status change cannot be executed 
because the element is reserved.  
However, this mechanism does not work in document type masks in Agile e6.0. 

10353 OTH When opening the mask version view none of the three selection fields is selected 
and it none can be selected.  
When closing the window with the cross in the upper right corner following 
message appears: 
>>> DATAVIEW EXCEPTION >>> 
 Exception code: 0022 (DTVEXC_SERVER_ERROR) 
 Exception text: Error in server application (probably logic, programming or 
customization error). 
 Exception info: ### ERROR during action "ACTION_FIELD   - fldEdit - 
00000000"! 
Missing mask "0 (00000000)". 
 D:\Develop\Post\make500\dtv_stb\src\dtvstb.cxx(3261): Exception origin 
Call stack: 
 <<< not available >>> 
<<< End Of Exception Data <<< 
When pressing the button OK: 
Mandatory field ''View (EDB_DFV_01)'' must have entry! 
 
When pressing the button Cancel: 
Internal database error in ''dbi_get_acc_elm''(EPSQL ''EPQFET'') Code -925 
 
The SQL-Trace states: 
-- 2005-11-08 14:12:35 
SELECT C_UIC,C_GIC,C_ACC_OGW FROM T_CENTRAL WHERE C_ID = 0 /* 
:V0 */ 
; 
-- 2005-11-08 14:12:35 
-- OCI Error: -904 'ORA-00904: ''C_ID'': invalid identifier 
-- ' 
Reason: The configuration parameter EDB-ERR-ACTIVATE was set to the value 
1. 
When it is set back to 0 this erroneous behavior is gone again. 
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